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COOPER HALO SMD - NOW WITH EM!
The Halo SMD6 is now available with emergency battery backup!
Combining a modern look and high performance, this ultra-low profile, surface-mount downlight is
designed for new construction, remodel and retrofit applications. These 6" lens downlights simply
install directly to a junction box or can retrofit 6" insulated ceilings (IC) and non-IC recessed
housings and feature 5 CCT selectability.
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NEW! LUMENWERX ELIA
Volumetric light is redefined by Elia, a family of decorative luminaires that feature LED arrays
illuminating both inward and outward simultaneously from housing offered in round, square,
rectangle, oval, and multiple shapes. Elia fixtures create distinct luminous volumes, perfect for
making a statement, enhancing a style, inserting a focal point, or adding character to any interior
setting. For spaces that require a decorative lighting fixture, an element of design, and a work of
art, Elia speaks volumes.
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QUICK SHIP
Do you have a fast project timeline and need fixtures on site in a hurry? Check out the multiple
manufacturers we represent with options for QUICK SHIP:
ALUZ
AMERICAN LINEAR LIGHTING (ALL)
ATLANTIC LIGHTING
BARBICAN
BARTCO
BOCK LIGHTING
CALI
CAMMAN LIGHTING
CORELITE
KURTZON
LUMATO
LUMENWERX
METALUX
METEOR
MYERS
NEORAY
SOLAS RAY
VIVIDLEDS
ZANIBONI

FRIDAY FUNNY

Are you following us on LinkedIn?
Check out our page for even more
great lighting products and news
from Illumination Systems North!
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